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SECTION I 
This paper is concerned with the asymptotic representation of the spectral 
function of the self-adjoint elliptic operator of the second order with variable 
coefficients; it extends the results of a recent paper [l] and gives an estimate 
of the remainder term. 
First, we recall briefly some results obtained in [l]. Second, the Tauberian 
theorem is completed by giving a precise estimate of the remainder term. 
Finally, an estimate of the remainder term of the asymptotic representation 
of the spectral function is given. Throughout, free use is made of the nota- 
tions of [l]. 
SECTION II 
Let x = (x1, ***, XP) be a point in a p-dimensional, real Riemannian space 
RP with a positive definite, symmetric metric aij. Consider the elliptic 
operator of the second order 
L, E aij(x) & + F(x) $ + C(X) 
where aij is the symmetric tensor contravariant to aij. Let D be a bounded, 
open, and connected domain of Rp with boundary a; to simplify the problem, 
we suppose that aij(x), b”(x), C(X) are analytic functions in D. 
If the boundary fi is sufficiently smooth, the problem 
L,v + hv = 0, x E D, 
v(x) = 0, x E Lz, (1) 
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where h is a parameter, determines a sequence of positive eigenvalues A,, 
(K = 1, 2, .a*), such that A, -+ 03 when k --t 03. Let us write 
0 < A, 5 A, 5 *** 5 A, 5 s-s, 
each eigenvalue being repeated according to its order of multiplicity. 
With each eigenvalue A, there is associated an eigenfunction Q(X), the 
solution of problem (1) for A = A,; it is assumed that the Q(X) are ortho- 
normal in D. 
Let t be a time variable. Together with problem (I), consider the Cauchy 
problem 
Utt = Lzu, u(x, 0) = f(x), Ut(X, 0) = 0, (2) 
wheref(x) E CT in D, 




when p is even. 
We may suppose that f(x) has continuous derivatives of all orders and 
vanishes identically outside some bounded domain. 
When these conditions are satisfied, the solution 11(x, t) of problem (2) 
can be written 
where 
pn = 6, c, = s %(YMY) dY* D 
This solution, as we already know, may be written in another form. 
Consider to > 0, a fixed, arbitrary small number. Let Dto be the remaining 
domain when we exclude from D, a strip of width equal to t, and parallel 
to B. Let z+(x, t) be the solution of the Cauchy problem (2); if x E Dto, the 
solution ZQ(X, t) is valid whenever t satisfies 0 < t 5 t,. 
Because of the uniqueness of the Cauchy problem, we have the funda- 
mental identity1 
2 c, on(x) cos pnt = z&c, t) (3) 
n=l 
for 0 < t I t,, x E Dto. 
1 A similar identity was used by F. Bureau to study the various solutions of 
mixed type boundary value problems for totally hyperbolic linear partial differential 
equations of the second order in two independent variables [2-41. 
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SECTION III 
This identity may be transformed in such a way as to eliminate the auxi- 
liary functionf(x). Only the results are given (for details and notations used, 




$ A, A(x) P2k+2(x; 4, if p = 2k + 2, 
qx; 6) = 
5 (6) B, 4) P2k+3(x; 4, 
if p = 2k + 3, 
where 
- s ’ g:(t) t vz(x, 2; t) 40 
P,,+,(x; E) = F(2p + 3) $ (- l)” uk-s(x, x, 
s=o 2”+2s! r(# + 2p - s) 
(7) 
Now observe that q,(x, x) = 1; one may rewrite (5) in a more concise form, 
namely, 
with 
c-l 0(x; 6) = A(x) C,-, + O(c2) (9) 
JT2P + $3 
CM =@+')I2 qp + 4 +&p> (10) 
and 0 < c I to I d@; B). 
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It is convenient to write 0(x; C) as a Stieltjes integral. To do this, set 
(11) 
\ - 8(x; 6) when P.<O 
and complete the definition by setting 
28(x; p) = e(x; p + 0) + 8(x; p - 0). 
It is clear that 
(12) 
so that (9) reads 
l P-1 
s 
m G&L) d#(x; p) = A(x) &-I + o(f') (14) 
0 
with 0 < E I to < d(x; B). 
Note also that when L, E A (the Laplacian), O(G) in (14) is identically 
zero. 
The fundamental identity (14) enables one to derive the asymptotic 
representation of the spectral function 0(x; p) through the use of the follow- 
ing Tauberian theorem. 
SECTION IV 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we supposep > 0,O < q < p + i 
and set E > 0, VP(t) = t-p Iv(t), 
f 
cc 
K=q m7 + 1) t*-1 v&) dt = p-g qp _ + q + 1) ’ (15) 
0 
JJt) being the Bessel function of the first kind of order p. 
We denote by 8(t) f a unction defined for 0 < t < 03 with the following 
properties: 
(i) 8(t) is a nondecreasing, nonnegative function; 
(ii) 8(t) is zero in a neighborhood of t = 0; 
(iii) for some AC.?, 8(t) < MtQ for all t > 0, M independent of t. 
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Then we have the Tauberian theorem: 
If e(t) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii), then the relation 
iii? EQ s m VP(d) d@(t) = AK 0 
implies 
lim e(T) A T&T = ’ 
z.e., 
B(T) - ATQ when T-m. 




e(x; 4 -,P/22P q+p + 1) 
hPl2 ’ h+m, XED. (18) 
SECTION V 
Our purpose now is to improve the preceding theorem by proving the 
following Tauberian theorem : 
lf e(t) satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and ij the relation 
8 
s 
m VP(d) dtO(t) = AK[l + R(E)] (19 
0 
holds for all C, 0 < E 2 eo; then for T -+ 00, 
e(T) = AW-1 + R,(T)], 
where 
O(l/log T) if 
RdT) = jo(T-1) 
R(E) = O(P), 
if R(e) = O(eecrb2); 




To prove this theorem, several lemmas are needed. 
LEMMA 1. The integral equation 
e-t2 = I m V&t) uq X(u) du 0 (22) 
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has a solution 
with the following properties 
(a) s,” X(U) du < 03, s,” X(u) up du < O”; 
(b) X(U) = O[zv--(1/2)] for u-+0; 
(c) j,” X(u) du = K-l I’ (j- + 1) . (23) 
LEMMA 2. Suppose 
e(t) < Mt* for all t > 0, 
0 < p < p + (a), M independent of t; this relation implies that the integral 
f  
co t-“-W) d&l(t) 
a 
exists for all a > 0. 
LEMMA 3. For every B > 0, 
!=$I cq s 5 VD(d) d@(t) = 0. 0 




t-“-“/2) d&t) < 00. (24) 
For the proofs of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, see [l, Section VII]. 
LEMMA 4. If k 2 1 and n > 0, then 
s 
m 
a uk e*%j4 du = 2&1 e-a’/4 [l + 0 ($)I . 








= akrne-a + k jm G--l eTv dv; 
n 
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repeating the process, after a finite number of steps one arrives at, 
s 
co 
e-” vr dv < e-a s 
m 
a-? dv = 
($-r 
- e-*, r> 1. 




a vke-Ydv=ake-a[l+O(~)], a>O. 
Now, set u2 = 40, u = 2 fi and obtain 
s 
m uk e-‘/4 du = 2” 
f  
m 
v(k--1)/S e-V & 
Q a2/4 
= 2akV1 e--a2/4 [ 1 + 0 (-$)I . 
SECTION VII 
LEMMA 5. If (24) is satisfied, (19) implies 
EQ I m edfat dtO(t) = AT ($ + 1) [l + R(E)] 0 (26) 
where R(E) = O(8). If L = d (the Lupluciun), R(E) = O(e-“-‘), where 
c > 0 is a constant. 
PROOF. Let E > 0 be fixed; set 
H(E) = EQ Irn VD(d) d&?(t) 
0 
and rewrite (19) thus 
H(e) = AK[l + R(E)]. (27) 
On using the value (22) of e-t2 (Lemma l), one obtains 
I m ewfxt* d@(t) = Jrn d@(t) lrn VP(uet) u”X(u) du. (28) 0 0 0 
This double integral is absolutely convergent for any fixed E > 0 (see 
[L P. 4761). 
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Therefore, changing the order of the integrations in (28) and setting 
U(c) = j-m H(a) X(u) du (29) 
0 
gives 




O” H( EU) X(u) du = c-q U(E) 
0 
and hence 
U(E) = l s,” e-cat2 dtO(t), 
Now, from (29) and (23), one obtains 
U(e) - AT ($ + 1) = U(E) - AK s,” X(u) du 
= I m X(u) [H(Eu) - AK] du 0 
= I I a+ O” = Ul i- u,, 0 a 
a > 0 to be given later on. 
It follows from (27) that there exists d > 0 such that 
fw = w1 + R(x)], O<x<d; 
therefore, for a = &d, 
u, = /- X(u) R(a) du = 0 (e2 St+ u2 X(u) du) . 
0 0 
Because 
6-b co 02 
u2 X(u) du = s s - = B _ O(c-2P-2+P e--d8/4fa), 0 0 r-u 
where B is a constant, one finally obtains 
u, = O(3). 
(30) 
(31) 
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Further, write 
X(u) [H(a) - AK] du 
= jrn X(u) H(Eu) du - AK j-a X(u) du 
r-u r-‘d 
= u; + U;l’ . 
For x 2 d, one has 
(32) 
= 0 [x-’ ,,” t-~(~t)-l/~ d@(t)] 
so that 
= 0 [XQ-Y-l/2 j-m t-“-l/2 Q(t)] = 0(x9-P-l/2) 
0 
In addition, 
1 U; 1 = AK lrn X(u) du = 0 [j- &@+I--q @/4 du] = 0(@-2~ e-d2/4r2) 
dir dir 
so that 
,lJ, = qeQ-2” &4E2) = qe-dya 
Because e” > x”/T(n + l), x > 0, n > 0, and 
(33) 
Eq-2p e-d=/0r2 < eQ-@ lyn + 1) (Jg)“, 
n being chosen in order that q - 2p + 2n > 0, one has 
(J, = O(e-dzW). 
As a result, from (30)-(33), one obtains 
where 
U(c) = EQ Jr eTczt2 d&t) = Ar (f + 1) [l + R(a)], (34) 
R(E) = O(G). 
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Note that when L z d, one has R(E) = 0 ( see Section III); consequently, 
(34) holds with 
R(E) = O(e-d2/Q). (35) 
SECTION VIII 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that O(t) is nondemeasing and that the relation 
EQ I m e-ct d&l(t) = AT(p + 1) [l + R(E)] 0 
holds for all E, 0 < E < eo; then for T + 00, 
where 
e(T) = ATaLl + R,(T)], 
W’J = I 
O(l/log T) if R(c) = WE.), 
O(T-1/2) if R(E) = O(e-ct-‘); 
c > 0 is a constant. 
For a proof of this lemma, see [5-81. 
SECTION IX 
Now apply Lemma 6 to (26). To do this, replace e2 by E, set t2 = T, 
t = d/;, O(7) = e(G), and rewrite (26) thus 
A2 lrn e-f” d,@(T) = AT (% + 1) [l + R(E)], 
0 
where R(E) = O(E). If L = A, R(E) = O(e-“-l). From Lemma 5, it then 
follows that when 7 + 00, 
where 
O(T) = A#[1 + R,(T)], 
Rdd = 
I 
O(l/log T) if R(4 = O(E), 
O(T-~/~) if R(c) = O(e-cc-l). 
Consequently, when T + 03, 
e(T) = ATg[l + R,(T)], 
where R,(T) = 0( l/log T) or 0( T-l), respectively. 
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SECTION X 
The proof of the main theorem is now at hand, Indeed, it follows from (28) 
that the iutegral in (26) exists for some c > 0. Therefore, one deduces from 
the results of the preceding section that when T -+ 03, 
where 
e(T) = ATa[l + &(T)I, 
i O(l/log T) if 
R,(T) = 
I 
R(r) = O(G), 
0( T-l) if R(E) = O(cc@), 
’ c > 0 being a constant. 
SECTION XI 




t”-l V2&t) dt = r(P/4 
0 2”+4 qp + 4 + (P/2)1 ’ 
one easily obtains, from (9), (5), (lo), 
s 
cc 9 v2P+2(?) d/Ax; CL) = pA(x) +‘2 P r[(p/q + 11 s %-l V21ze+2(t) d  + O(G). o 0 
From the main Tauberian theorem, it follows that when TV --+ Q), 
44 
e(x; 4 = $92 2P T[(p/2) + 1-j 141 + RWI, 
where R(p) = 0( l/log p). If L = A, then R(p) = O(p-l). 
Because p = $, one also has 
44 
e(x; h) = ?Tp/2 ” T[(p/2) + l] @“2[1 + WI, 
where R(X) = O(l/log A) when h + 00 and x E D. 
When L z A, one has R(X) = O(X-1/2) when h -+ 03 and x E D. 
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